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Under The Net Iris Murdoch
Iris Murdoch was an acclaimed novelist and groundbreaking philosopher whose life reflected
her unconventional beliefs and values. But what has been missing from biographical accounts
has been Murdoch's own voice—her life in her own words. Living on Paper—the first major
collection of Murdoch's most compelling and interesting personal letters—gives, for the first
time, a rounded self-portrait of one of the twentieth century's greatest writers and thinkers. With
more than 760 letters, fewer than forty of which have been published before, the book provides
a unique chronicle of Murdoch's life from her days as a schoolgirl to her last years. The result
is the most important book about Murdoch in more than a decade. The letters show a great
mind at work—struggling with philosophical problems, trying to bring a difficult novel together,
exploring spirituality, and responding pointedly to world events. They also reveal her personal
life, the subject of much speculation, in all its complexity, especially in letters to lovers or close
friends, such as the writers Brigid Brophy, Elias Canetti, and Raymond Queneau, philosophers
Michael Oakeshott and Philippa Foot, and mathematician Georg Kreisel. We witness
Murdoch's emotional hunger, her tendency to live on the edge of what was socially acceptable,
and her irreverence and sharp sense of humor. We also learn how her private life fed into the
plots and characters of her novels, despite her claims that they were not drawn from reality.
Direct and intimate, these letters bring us closer than ever before to Iris Murdoch as a person,
making for an extraordinary reading experience.
A Study Guide for Iris Murdoch's "Under the Net," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for
Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author
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biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more.
For any literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
The sea: turbulent and leaden, transparent and opaque, magician and mother... When Charles
Arrowby, over sixty, a demi god of the theatre- director, playwright and actor - retires from his
glittering London world in order to `abjure magic and become a hermit', it is to the sea that he
turns. He hopes at least to escape from `the woman' - but unexpectedly meets one whom he
loved long ago. His Buddhist cousin, James, also arrives. He is menaced by a monster from
the deep. Charles finds his `solitude' peopled by the drama of his own fantasies and
obsessions.
Under the NetVintage Books USA
An Irish family becomes involved in events leading up to the Easter Rebellion.
Annette runs away from her finishing school but learns more than she bargained for in the real
world beyond; the fierce and melacholy Rosa is torn between two Polish brothers; Peter is
obsessed by an indecipherable ancient script. This is a story of a group of people under a
spell, and the centre of it all is the mysterious Mischa Fox, the enchanter.
After his wife's death, Hugh contemplates returning to his former mistress. His son, Randall,
longs to abandon his shapeless marriage for a perfect partner. Randall's young daughter,
Miranda, is adored by her Australian cousin Penn, but has attachments elsewhere. Her mother
Ann has her own private dream, while taking upon herself the strains and pains of all the
others. Impelled by affection, lust and illusion, these characters search for love within a tightly
woven web.
London Fictions is a book about London, real and imagined. Two dozen contemporary writers,
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from Cathi Unsworth to Courttia Newland, reflect on some of the novelists and the novels that
have helped define the modern city, from George Gissing to Zadie Smith, Hangover Square to
Brick Lane. It is a book about East End boys and West End girls, bedsit land and dockland, the
homeless and the homesick, immigrants and emigrants. All human life is here – highminded
Hampstead and boozy Fitzrovia, the Jewish East End, intellectual Bloomsbury and Chinese
Limehouse, Black London, Asian London, Irish London, Gay London...
It's the midsummer ball at Oxford, and a group of men and women - friends since university
days - have gathered under the stars. Included in this group is David Crimond, a genius and
fervent Marxist. Years earlier the friends had persuaded David to write a philosophical and
political book on their behalf. But opinions and loyalties have changed, and on this summer
evening the long-resting ghosts of the past come careering back into the present.
Bruno, dying, obsessed with spiders and preoccupied with death and reconciliation, lies at the
centre of an intricate spider's web of relationships and passions. Including creepy Nigel the
nurse and his besotted twin Will, fighter of duels.
Bradley Pearson, an unsuccessful novelist in his late fifties, has finally left his dull office job as
an Inspector of Taxes. Bradley hopes to retire to the country, but predatory friends and
relations dash his hopes of a peaceful retirement. He is tormented by his melancholic sister,
who has decided to come live with him; his ex-wife, who has infuriating hopes of redeeming the
past; her delinquent brother, who wants money and emotional confrontations; and Bradley's
friend and rival, Arnold Baffin, a younger, deplorably more successful author of commercial
fiction. The ever-mounting action includes marital cross-purposes, seduction, suicide,
abduction, romantic idylls, murder, and due process of law. Bradley tries to escape from it all
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but fails, leading to a violent climax and a coda that casts shifting perspectives on all that has
preceded.
Iris Murdoch: The Retrospective Fiction considers one of the major British novelists of the postwar years in a new light, arguing that Murdoch's compulsive plots and characters are strongly
motivated by the question of the past. Drawing on many of her key works, and providing the
first analysis of her 'first-person retrospective' novels as a separate group within the larger
body of her fiction, the book also considers Murdoch's relation to key currents within twentiethcentury thought, like modernism. postmodernism, and psychoanalysis.
Edmund has escaped from his family into a lonely life. Returning for his mother's funeral he
finds himself involved in the old, awful problems, together with some new ones. One by one his
relatives reveal their secrets to a reluctant Edmund: illicit affairs, hidden passions, shameful
scandals. And the heart of all, there is, as always, the family's loyal servant, the Italian girl.
Saved from a delinquent childhood by education, cheated out of Oxford by a tragic love tangle,
Hilary Burde cherishes his obsessive guilt and ekes out a living in a dull civil service job. When
the man whom he has harmed and betrayed reappears as head of his department, Hilary
hopes for forgiveness, even for redemption and a new life, but finds himself haunted by a
ghostly repetition.
This is a collection of essays on Iris Murdoch, who was a notable philosopher as well as
novelist. She was and remained an admirer of Wittgenstein, and she taught at Oxford for 15
years; but she believed that British Philosophy needed the influence also of continental
Europe, and above all from Kant and Hegel. Her philosophical books have the distinction of
exciting a wide general readership as well as students and professionals-and, while they aim
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atrehabilitating a kind of metaphysics, they also aim to help us with the very practical question
'How can we make ourselves morally better?' This book gives not only an introduction to
Murdoch's important philosophical life and work, but also a picture of British philosophy in one
of its heydays and at animportant moment of transition.
I saw a monster rising from the waves.' **Winner of the Man Booker Prize 1978** Charles
Arrowby has determined to spend the rest of his days in hermit-like contemplation. He buys a
mysteriously damp house on the coast, far from the heady world of the theatre where he made
his name, and there he swims in the sea, eats revolting meals and writes his memoirs. But
then he meets his childhood sweetheart Hartley, and memories of her lovely, younger self
crowd in - along with more recent lovers and friends - to disrupt his self-imposed exile. So
instead of 'learning to be good', Charles proceeds to demonstrate how very bad he can be.
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY DAISY JOHNSON VINTAGE CLASSICS MURDOCH: Funny,
subversive, fearless and fiercely intelligent, Iris Murdoch was one of the great writers of the
twentieth century. To celebrate her centenary Vintage Classics presents special editions of her
greatest and most timeless novels.

Martin believes he can possess both a beautiful wife and a delightful lover. But when
his wife, Antonia, suddenly leaves him for her psychoanalyst, Martin is plunged into an
intensive emotional re-education. He attempts to behave beautifully and sensibly. Then
he meets a woman whose demonic splendour at first repels him and later arouses a
consuming and monstrous passion. How will he survive it?
Full of suspense, humor, and symbolism, this magnificently crafted and magical novel
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replays biblical and medieval themes in contemporary London. An attempt by the
sharp, feral, and uncommonly intelligent Lucas Graffe to murder his sensual and
charismatic half-brother Clement is interrupted by a stranger—whom Lucas strikes and
leaves for dead. When the stranger mysteriously reappears, with specific demands for
reparation, the Graffes’ circle of idiosyncratic family and friends is disrupted—for the
demands are bizarre, intrusive, and ultimately fatal.
VINTAGE CLASSIC MURDOCH- Funny, subversive, fearless and fiercely intelligent,
Iris Murdoch was one of the great writers of the twentieth century. To celebrate her
centenary Vintage Classics presents special editions of her greatest and most timeless
novels. WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY SOPHIE HANNAH 'Every artist is an unhappy
lover. And unhappy lovers want to tell their story.' Ex-tax collector and author of two
unpopular novels, Bradley Pearson wishes to devote his retirement to writing a
masterpiece. But the doorbell and the phone keep ringing, and every ring brings with it
an ex-wife, a friend in need, a sister in trouble or a young woman seeking a teacher,
and so dusty, selfish Bradley is plunged into the muddles and mysteries which will end
in his doom.
In Why Iris Murdoch Matters Gary Browning draws on as yet unpublished archival
material to present an unrivalled overview of Murdoch's work and thought. Browning
argues for Murdoch's position amongst the key theorists of modern life, and discusses
in detail her engagement with the notion of late modernity. Her multiple perspectives on
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art, philosophy, religion, politics and the self all relate to how she understands the
nature of late modernity. Browning lucidly illustrates that through both her thought and
fiction we can grasp the significance of issues that remain of paramount importance
today: the possibilities of a moral life without foundations, the meaning of philosophy in
a post-metaphysical age, the prospects of politics without ideological certainties and the
significance of art after realism. A totally original work arguing persuasively that Iris
Murdoch not only matters but is absolutely central to how we think through the
contemporary age.
Iris Murdoch's first novel is set in a part of London where struggling writers rub
shoulders with successful bookies, and film starlets with frantic philosophers. Its hero,
Jake Donaghue, is a drifting, clever, likeable young man who makes a living out of
translation work and sponging on his friends. A meeting with Anna, an old flame, leads
him into a series of fantastic adventures. Jake is captivated by a majestic philosopher,
Hugo Belfounder, whose profound and inconclusive reflections give the book its title under the net of language.
In the English town of Ennistone, hot springs bubble up from deep beneath the earth. In
these healing waters the townspeople seek health and regeneration, rightousness and
ritual cleansing. To this town steeped in ancient lore and subterranean inspiration the
Philosopher returns. He exerts an almost magical influence over a host of Ennistonians,
and especially over George McCaffrey, the Philosopher's old pupil, a demonic man
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desperate for redemption.
An exploration of love and its excesses, missteps, and modest triumphs, from the
Booker Prize-winning author of The Sea, The Sea In a dark comedy of errors, Iris
Murdoch portrays the mischief wrought by Julius, a cynical intellectual who decides to
demonstrate through a Machiavellian experiment how easily loving couples, caring
friends, and devoted siblings can betray their loyalties. As puppet master, Julius artfully
plays on the human tendency to embrace drama and intrigue and to prefer the
distraction of confrontations to the difficult effort of communicating openly and honestly.
For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres
and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as
up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
For years, Alfred Ludens has pursued mathematician and philosopher Marcus Vallar in
the belief that he possesses a profound metaphysical formula, a missing link of great
significance to mankind. Luden's friends are more sceptical. Jack Sheerwater, painter,
thinks Marcus is crazy. Gildas herne, ex-preist, thinks he is evil. Patrick Fenman, poet,
is dying because he thinks Marcus has cursed him. Marcus has disappeared and must
be found. But is he a genius, a hero struggling at the bounds of human knowledge? Is
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he seeking God, or is he just another victim of the Holocaust, which casts its shadow
upon him and upon Ludens, both of them Jewish? Can human thinking discover the
foundations of human consciousness? Iris Murdoch's endlessly inventive imagination
has touched a fundamental question of our time.
First published in 1965, A.S. Byatt's Degrees of Freedom examined the first eight novels of Iris
Murdoch, identifying freedom as a central theme in all of them, and looking at Murdoch's
interest in the relations between art and goodness, master and slave, and the novel of
character in the nineteenth century sense. Drawing on Iris Murdoch's own critical and
philosphical writing, A.S. Byatt discussed her interest in the thought of Sartre, Plato, Freud and
Simone Weil, and related this to the form of the novels themselves. This edition of Degrees of
Freedom has an added dossier of later essays and reviews of Iris Murdoch's work by A.S
Byatt, taking us up to the publication of The Book and the Brotherhood in 1987. It also includes
a substantial pamplet written for the British Council which follows Murdoch's fiction as far as
The Good Apprentice.
This is real life, Jake,' she said. 'You'd better wake up.' Jake is clever, lazy and scraping by in
London as a hack translator. Jake loves Anna. Anna is an elusive and lovely singer. Anna
loves Hugo. Hugo is a fireworks manufacturer turned movie producer and majestic
philosopher. Hugo loves Sadie. Sadie is a glossy and dazzling film starlet. Of course, Sadie
loves Jake. Then there's Marvellous Mister Mars, the famous hound, who might or might not be
Jake's ticket up and out of this mess. WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY CHARLOTTE
MENDELSON VINTAGE CLASSICS MURDOCH: Funny, subversive, fearless and fiercely
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intelligent, Iris Murdoch was one of the great writers of the twentieth century. To celebrate her
centenary Vintage Classics presents special editions of her greatest and most timeless novels.
Edward Lannion, the young master of Hatting Hall, is about to marry Marian Fox. At Penndean,
a nearby house, preparations are under way for the wedding, overseen by the anxious Benet.
Family and friends gather together for a celebratory dinner on the eve of the ceremony. The
night is warm and clear, and after dinner the guests walk in the grounds and under the stars,
full of happy anticipation. But then there is a sudden and extraordinary event, which changes
everything. Iris Murdoch's novel is a marvellous and compelling human comedy. Edward and
Marian, the couple at the centre of the story, are led by events to learn the truth about
themselves; in the process, their friends, and lovers, are forced to make new choices, and see
things as they are. And watching over all of them is Jackson, Benet's servant, a dark,
mysterious and dangerous presence. It is Jackson who must intervene in the story to set the
two young lovers onto the right path.
A sparklingly profound novel about the conflict between love and loyalty The quiet life of
schoolmaster Bill Mor and his wife Nan is disturbed when a young woman, Rain Carter, arrives
at the school to paint the portrait of the headmaster. Mor, hoping to enter politics, becomes
aware of new desires. A complex battle develops, involving love, guilt, magic, art, and political
ambition. Mor’s teenage children and their mother fight discreetly and ruthlessly against the
invader. The Head, himself disenchanted, advises Mor to seize the girl and run. The final
decision rests with Rain. Can a “great love” be purchased at too high a price?
A motley assortment of characters seek peace and salvation in this early masterpiece by the
Booker Prize-winning author of The Sea, The Sea A lay community of thoroughly mixed-up
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people is encamped outside Imber Abbey, home of an order of sequestered nuns. A new bell
is being installed when suddenly the old bell, a legendary symbol of religion and magic, is
rediscovered. And then things begin to change. Meanwhile the wise old Abbess watches and
prays and exercises discreet authority. And everyone, or almost everyone, hopes to be saved,
whatever that may mean. Originally published in 1958, this funny, sad, and moving novel is
about religion, sex, and the fight between good and evil. For more than seventy years, Penguin
has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more
than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative
texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Carel is widowed rector presiding over a London church destroyed during the war. The rectory
is home to an array of residents: his daughter, Muriel; his beautiful invalid ward, Elizabeth; their
West Indian servant, Pattie; Eugene, a Russian emigre, and his delinquent son, Leo. Carel's
brother, Marcus, is co-guardian of Elizabeth, but his attempts to get closer to the rector are
constantly rebuffed. These seven characters maintain a constant dance of attraction and
repulsion, misunderstanding and revelation, the centre of which is the enigmatic Carel himself a priest who believes that, God being dead, His angels have been released.
Stuart Cuno has decided to become good. Not believing in God, he invents his own methods,
which include celibacy, chastity and the abandonment of a promising academic career.
Interfering friends and relations question his sincerity, his sanity and his motives. Stuart's stepbrother Edward Baltram is tormented by guilt because he has, he believes, killed his best
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friend. He dreams sometimes of redemption, sometimes of suicide. Funny, compelling and
extremely moving, THE GOOD APPRENTICE is about guilt ridden despair, and the difficult
problem of how to try to be good - and the various magical devices which console those who
are sensible enough not to try.
Seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies Literature, grade: 1,3, University of Mannheim, course: British Literature of the 50's, 22 entries
in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: All human beings have a deep need for
necessity in their lives. We want to know why we exist, we want to understand the world and its
secrets, and we want to know our place in the world. Concepts like religion and philosophy are
concerned with those questions and try to provide answers to them. Nevertheless, there are
still no satisfying explanations. This is due to the fact that "our actual lived experience has no
form or unity in itself, but is full of contingent rubble, accident, and unsystematized detail which
may resist our attempts at unity" (Antonaccio & Schweiker, Human Goodness 111). As our
world is contingent, it cannot be completely understood. Consequently, we should accept its
contingency instead of denying it by trying to find an explanation to everything. The stress ratio
between contingency and necessity is also the theme of Iris Murdoch's first novel Under the
Net. Throughout the novel, the protagonist Jake Donaghue searches for his own identity and
for a master theory which is able to explain the world (cf. Porter, Leitmotiv 379). In the end, he
realizes that he has to change his attitude towards contingency. In the following, I will try to find
reasons for the change of Jake's attitude, and I will describe the consequences of this change.
In order to be able to do this, I will first provide a definition of the term 'contingency' and place it
in the context of philosophy in chapter 2. Afterwards, I will explain some essential aspects of
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contingency in the novel in chapter 3. In chapter 4, I will have a look at Jake's changing attitude
towards contingency in the course of the novel in order to, finally, be able to find reasons for
the change and to describe its consequences in chapter 5 and 6.

Dame Iris Murdoch has played a major role in English life and letter for nearly half a
century. As A.S. Byatt notes, she is absolutely central to our culture. As a novelist, as a
thinker, and as a private individual, her life has significance for our age. There is a
recognizable Murdoch world, and the adjective Murdochian has entered the language
to describe situations where a small group of people interract intricately and strangely.
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY STEPHEN MEDCALF When Marian Taylor takes the
post of governess at Gaze castle, remote house on a beautiful but desolate coast, she
finds herself confronted with many strange mysteries. What kind of crime or
catastrophe in the past still keeps the house under a brooding spell? And is her
employer Hannah an innocent victim, a guilty woman, a lunatic, or a witch?
Iris Murdoch and the Art of Imagining offers a new appreciation of Iris Murdoch's
philosophy, emphasising the importance of images and the imagination for her thought.
This book is first and foremost a study of Iris Murdoch's philosophical work. It examines
how literature and imagination enabled Murdoch to form a philosophical response to the
decline of religion. It thus argues that Murdoch is an important philosopher, because
she has not confined herself to philosophy. The book also reconsiders various
contemporary assumptions about what philosophy is and does. Through Le Doeuff's
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notion of the philosophical imaginary, it examines the different ways in which images
and imagination are part of philosophy.
In remembrance of the 75th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz and the Nazi
concentration camps, this award-winning, bestselling work of Holocaust fiction,
inspiration for the classic film and “masterful account of the growth of the human soul”
(Los Angeles Times Book Review), returns with an all-new introduction and beautifully
redesigned cover. An “extraordinary” (New York Review of Books) novel based on the
true story of how German war profiteer and factory director Oskar Schindler came to
save more Jews from the gas chambers than any other single person during World War
II. In this milestone of Holocaust literature, Thomas Keneally, author of The Book of
Science and Antiquities and The Daughter of Mars, uses the actual testimony of the
Schindlerjuden—Schindler’s Jews—to brilliantly portray the courage and cunning of a
good man in the midst of unspeakable evil. “Astounding…in this case the truth is far
more powerful than anything the imagination could invent” (Newsweek).
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